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Abstract

I argue that legislators’ sympathies, such as those revealed by their investment portfolios, can
influence firms’ lobbying decisions. Firms, seeking to maximize profits, lobby when the expected
payoffs outweigh the costs. If legislators sympathize with the goals of a firm, the chances of that
firm lobbying successfully increase. This leads to the central implication of my argument; firms
owned by (more) legislators are more likely to lobby. I test my argument on the trade-related
lobbying of Congress by US public firms. I find that firms owned by at least one legislator
become more than twice as likely to lobby absent such ownership. Conditional on legislator
ownership, the effect increases when more legislators own the firm and when the size of their
investments in the firm grows. The effect is stronger when legislators in the majority party
own the firm and the positive relationship between firm lobbying and legislator ownership is
chamber-specific. My results challenge the common view that lobbying represents either a quid
pro quo or a conveyance of information that helps legislators win reelection.

1 Preliminary draft, do not cite without permission, please

“I have found that there is no difficulty in inducing men to look after their own property”

—Oakes Ames, U.S. House Member and lobbyist for the Union Pacific and the Crédit Mobilier

What explains why some firms lobby? Many answers to this question focus on the characteristics

of firms. Longstanding theories about collective action problems, applied to the universe of firms,

suggest that large firms will be more likely to lobby since government policy has large potential
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costs and benefits for these firms. Large firms are less likely to need to coordinate with other

firms in their lobbying efforts and can more easily cover the cost of lobbying. The scholarship on

trade-related lobbying highlights additional economic characteristics of firms that explain which will

lobby. This work draws on well-established economic theories about the heterogeneous effects that

trade liberalization has on firms, emphasizing factors like differentiation and productivity.

I argue that focusing on legislators’ characteristics—specifically whether they are likely to

sympathize with firms that lobby—can also shed light on firms’ lobbying decisions. An example that

illustrates this is the Crédit Mobilier scandal. In 1872 the New York Sun broke the story, dubbing

it “The King of Frauds” because it involved corporate and political corruption, ensnaring members

of the Grant administration and members of Congress (MCs) in addition to executives of the Union

Pacific Railroad. Politicians were accused of buying Crédit Mobilier stock at a discount and then

supporting the interests of the Crédit Mobilier through their public positions. The Crédit Mobilier

operated as a subcontractor to the Union Pacific Railroad, one which the Union Pacific Railroad

executives furtively used to charge exorbitant construction costs to the Union Pacific Railroad. Since

these executives were also investors in the Crédit Mobilier, they—and other stockholders including

politicians—realized large investment returns. Oakes Ames (R-MA), an investor and lobbyist for

the Union Pacific and Crédit Mobilier, personally made sales to other MCs, with his records of

legislators’ purchases surfacing in subsequent congressional investigations. Ames claimed that MCs

who bought shares in the company became “friends” of the company. The company then lobbied

these “friends”—a term which, though distinct from bribery, had more to do with expectations of

reciprocity than amiability1—to introduce legislation to the firm’s benefit and to stymie threatening

legislation.2

Ames’ observation—that legislators tend to sympathize with firms they own and these sym-

pathies impact lobbying outcomes—captures much of my argument, the essence of which runs as
1“ ‘Friend’ was, perhaps, the key word in Gilded Age governance and business” and “[f]riendship was a code: a

network of social bonds that could organize political activity. Affection was not necessary” (White 2011, 93–100).
Further, friends did not need to be bribed; “[firms] resorted to bribery—a quid pro quo—only when their network of
friends was insufficient to a crisis at hand” (White 2011, 115).

2Some evidence of this in the public record is that “stockholders”—likely (via) Ames—had asked representative
Henry Dawes to introduce legislation allowing the Union Pacific to change the requirements of its board meetings
which would make have aided Crédit Mobilier in passing rules that would seemingly increase its executives’ control
and, thereby, ability to realize personal gains. Congressional Globe, House, 40th Congress, 2nd session, Dec. 16, 1867,
pp. 210-211.
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follows. Firms, considering whether to lobby and motivated by profit, undertake a cost-benefit

analysis. They balance the certain costs of lobbying with the probability that this lobbying will

prove successful and the value of success to their bottom line. While no doubt the economic

characteristics of firms can affect these components of their calculus, firms are not the only player

in this interaction. The preferences of those lobbied impact the probability that firms’ lobbying will

be successful. Legislators’ investment portfolios reveal some of their preferences, with legislators

tending to sympathize with the policy goals of firms in which they invest. This leads to the central

implication of my argument; firms owned by (more) legislators are more likely to lobby.

I also examine the impact of the legislative power of particular legislators that own firms, firm

size, and partisan control of legislative chambers. Not all legislators have the same capacity to

affect legislation; some have more power over (trade-related) legislation due to things like committee

assignments or leadership positions. Firms owned by more powerful legislators should find lobbying

more appealing. In my theory, firm size should have a moderating effect on legislator ownership.

Large firms can more readily bear the costs of lobbying and may have intrinsically stronger arguments

for policy concessions because their performance has a larger impact on the economy; small firms

will be more influenced by the sympathies of legislators when deciding to lobby. Since the party

controlling a chamber has more control over the legislative process, I expect changes in partisan

control of chambers should change the value of legislator ownership. Firms should be more likely to

lobby when owned by the majority.

In my empirical tests, I find evidence that firms owned by (more) legislators are more likely

to lobby. I find strong support for my arguments about the power of individual legislators, the

size of firms, and partisan control of legislative chambers. I adopt multiple approaches to address

difficult identification issues. I demonstrate that the expected relationship between firm lobbying

and legislator ownership of firms exists, accounting for potential firm- and industry-level confounders.

I employ a time-series cross-sectional (TSCS) matching approach that shows the probability of

lobbying more than doubles once a firm is owned by at least one legislator when compared to firms

with identical treatment histories and similar covariate values. I offer evidence that the relationship

is chamber-specific—firms owned by legislators in one chamber are more likely to lobby only that

chamber than the other chamber. These results all support my argument while undercutting
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alternate explanations.

The article proceeds as follows. In the next section, I develop my argument about why

legislators’ investment portfolios influence firms’ lobbying decisions, highlighting how it differs from

previous explanations. Next, I describe my data and empirical strategy and report main findings as

well as evidence that addresses alternate explanations. The final section concludes.

2 Which firms lobby

Theory and empirical evidence suggest firms play an outsized role in lobbying and that lobbying

benefits their bottom line. The concentrated nature of the costs and benefits of government policy

for firms gives them an advantage in overcoming collective action problems, increasing the chance

they will lobby relative to other actors—particularly voters (Schattschneider 1935; Olson 1965).

Additionally, there is mounting evidence that lobbying produces, on average, positive returns for

firms (Bombardini and Trebbi 2020). Borisov, Goldman, and Gupta (2016), using the negative

shock originating from the 2006 Jack Abramoff legal scandal, estimate that—for firms engaged in

lobbying around that event—an additional $100,000 more in lobbying expenditures in the 3 years

before the shock leads to a loss of roughly $1.2m in shareholder value on average. A reasonable

corollary is that lobbying produces large returns for (some) firms absent this sort of negative shock.

Huneeus and Kim (2021), leveraging variation in committee assignments of legislators serving in

the districts where firms are headquartered, estimate that a 10% increase in lobbying increases

value-added by 1.3%; for a firm with the median value-added, this implies that spending $2000

more on lobbying adds $63,700 to the firm’s value. They find similar returns to lobbying in terms

of profits and sales. If firms can overcome collective action problems and lobbying increases sales,

profits, and market value, why don’t all firms engage in it?

Echoing Olson (1965), collective action arguments can also be applied to the universe of firms

as an explanation of firms’ lobbying decisions, indicating size should be an important factor. Large

firms do not have to organize with others to profitably lobby government (Drope and Hansen 2006);

they can more easily pay the fixed costs required to set up lobbying operations (Kerr, Lincoln, and
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Mishra 2014; Huneeus and Kim 2021).3

Literature on trade-related lobbying has extensively explored why certain firms lobby—including

the role of firm size (Kim et al. 2019) and several other factors—making it a good area to see if my

theory has something to contribute. In a less well-studied domain, it might be easier to find results

in part because other important factors have yet to be identified; we already have fairly compelling

models of firms’ trade-related lobbying decisions. The advanced state of the trade-related lobbying

literature likely depends in part on the well-developed theoretical and empirical scholarship that

has compellingly explained trade patterns by focusing on firm-level characteristics (Bernard and

Jensen 1999; Melitz 2003; Bernard, Jensen, and Schott 2005; Bernard et al. 2007; Helpman, Melitz,

and Yeaple 2004; Antras and Helpman 2004). This literature shows that firm-level variables help

determine which firms gain and lose from trade liberalization. Political scientists and economists

have presented evidence that these firm-level variables also explain firms’ political activity—including

lobbying (Kim 2017; Osgood 2017; Jensen, Quinn, and Weymouth 2015; Blanchard and Matschke

2015; Bombardini and Trebbi 2012).4

Market power, broadly defined, is a key driver of whether individual firms lobby according to

this literature. If firms operate in competitive markets, any gains they might receive from policy

changes might also benefit their competitors, vitiating the incentive to lobby individually. This

appears to be the case with firms lobbying over trade, as the more competitive the sector, the

less likely firms are to lobby individually, usually lobbying together to protect the entire sector

from international competition (Bombardini and Trebbi 2012). The source of market power may

specifically be consumers’ “love of variety” that is often invoked to motivate theories based on

monopolistic competition (e.g. Melitz and Trefler 2012). Applied to firms’ trade lobbying decisions,

this leads to the idea that differentiation—the degree to which a firms’ consumers avoid substituting

its product for that of another firm—is a crucial factor in understanding firms’ lobbying behavior

(Kim 2017; Osgood 2017, 2016). A summary of the argument is that the more firms retain gains that

flow from policies due to imperfect competition, the more motivated they will be to lobby individually

for openness and the less motivated they will be to lobby for protection when a competitor lobbies
3Further, since global economic integration leads to highly concentrated benefits, it is likely that pro-integration

firms are the large firms that dominate lobbying (De Bièvre and Dür 2005).
4While firms can and do form trade associations to lobby, business lobbying generally and over trade specifically is

dominated by individual firms (Huneeus and Kim 2021; Bombardini and Trebbi 2012).
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for openness. In fact, Kim (2017) argues many trade policy concessions are a private good, noting

that the median number of firms lobbying Congress on miscellaneous trade bills is one and that

tariff schedules are often granular enough for firms to lobby for changes that only impact them and

not their closest competitors.

Beyond market power, several other variables help predict firms’ political activity. Productive

firms in differentiated industries appear best positioned to take advantage of freer trade, while

less productive ones seem to face increased competition causing a decrease in market share and

possible shuttering (Melitz and Ottaviano 2008; Topalova and Khandelwal 2011). Applying this to

trade politics, higher levels of productivity are associated with more lobbying, and the interaction

between productivity and differentiation also is substantively and statistically significant (Kim 2017).

Further, industries with more multinationalization tend to have lower tariffs, perhaps indicating

that MNCs lobby for—and are granted—lower tariffs (Blanchard and Matschke 2015).

2.1 Sympathetic legislators encourage lobbying

The work cited above, while developing sophisticated theories on how firms’ characteristics influence

their lobbying decisions, tends to model governments simplistically, as unitary actors that value

both national economic welfare and lobbying rents from firms (e.g. Kim (2017)). Grossman and

Helpman (1994), concerned with explaining campaign contributions, develop a model that predicts

that governments who care more about national economic welfare will liberalize trade more; they

contend firms primarily demand protectionism while freer trade benefits consumers and grows the

national economy. While Grossman and Helpman (1994) predicts that governments vary in the

degree to which they grant policy concessions to firms, this variation seems largely restricted to the

level of states or perhaps administrations. While the value of policy concessions may vary across

firms due to firm characteristics, in this model all firms deciding whether to lobby a government face

the same policy concession supply curve. Yet, governments’ willingness to supply policy concessions

to particular firms may vary across firms for myriad reasons. For instance, national champions may

receive favorable treatment.

Work on informational theories of lobbying focuses more directly on the supply side of lobbying,
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though a dearth of data limits empirical research along these lines. This work argues that some

legislators may be more sympathetic to special interests because they share certain goals with the

lobbying entities, but these legislators have less information than the special interests on the state of

the world and how policy helps attain those goals (Grossman and Helpman 2001). The information

transferred through lobbying in these theories concerns how policy affects constituency or national

welfare because it helps legislators get reelected; from this perspective lobbying is welfare-enhancing

(Bombardini and Trebbi 2020). A lack of direct information about the content of lobbying messages

makes rigorous tests of this theory difficult (Bombardini and Trebbi 2020), though some recent

efforts explore how the ideology of lobbyists and the legislators they might lobby impacts who

lobbyists contact (Groll and Ellis 2014, 2017; Hirsch et al. 2021). These efforts, while adding some

support to the basic contours of the informational theories of lobbying, have not systematically

probed the role of firms in these interactions and thus don’t address the question of which firms

lobby.

We don’t know much about the actual content of lobbyists’ messages, but it is possible to

overstate the significance of this lack of data, particularly for firms. Grossman and Helpman (2001)

hold that politicians can’t take special interest groups’ messages at face value and must rely on

what they believe about the interests of the lobbying entity to help them decide how far to trust

the message. It would be naive to assume that legislators simply believe a firm’s claim that policy x

is good for national welfare, workers, etc.; in terms of public statements—sometimes called “outside”

lobbying (Kollman 1998)—this is precisely what large firms tend to say (Kim et al. 2019; Lee and

Osgood 2019). If lobbying is costly and firms maximize profits, the mere act of lobbying signals that

a firm sees financial gain in the policy position they support. After all, “[w]e know what groups

care about because of what they do, and especially because of what they spend money on” (Hacker

and Pierson 2010, 132). Regardless of firms’ purported reasons for their policy position, legislators

that sympathize with the general aims and interests of the firms will be inclined to listen to and act

on these firms’ policy desires.

Assumptions about legislators’ (electoral) motivations restrict the scope of informational

theories of lobbying. In these theories, legislators ultimately care about elections and they win

elections by pleasing a majority of voters in their district. If and only if both of these assumptions are
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true, then the type of information that matters to legislators will necessarily be related to reelection.

Both assumptions, however, are probably overly restrictive. Legislators might have goals beyond

reelection and winning elections can be achieved without pleasing a majority of voters on every

issue (Persson and Tabellini 2016). Indeed, support from an ardent minority and getting through a

primary seem sufficient to win office in most constituencies, at least in the US (Kujala 2020). Even

if we accept the stark assumption that voters are the sole actor determining a legislator’s reelection

fate, voters’ do not have the ability to select and sanction this legislator along all policy dimensions

with a single, periodic vote (Przeworski, Stokes, and Manin 1999), to say nothing of the fact that

voters’ exhibit imperfect monitoring (Lindstädt and Vander Wielen 2011). This is to say that, even

under the most stringent assumptions about voters’ ability and willingness to hold legislators to

account, legislators can often win reelection while taking policy positions contrary to those of the

pivotal voter in their district across a number of issues.

The crucial point is that, since legislators have at least some freedom to ignore the policy

preferences of their voters on some issues, information that does not maximize legislators’ reelection

chances can nonetheless influence the legislators’ policy positions. If we take seriously the idea that

legislators’ sympathies may play a role in groups’ lobbying decisions but also accept that legislators

have some freedom when choosing policy positions, how might legislators’ sympathies factor into

firms’ lobbying decisions? On the one hand, there likely exist numerous reasons why legislators may

sympathize with firms, well beyond the desire to please the median voter in their district. Firms

should be more likely to engage in lobbying to the extent that they believe some legislators will

prove sympathetic and these legislators may act on the information firms can provide, even if this

information does not help the legislator win reelection. On the other hand, if there are few or no

legislators likely to sympathize firms should be disinclined to incur the costs of lobbying.

2.2 Legislators likely sympathize with firms they’ve invested in

Evidence suggests that legislators’ investment portfolios reveal their preferences over policies that

impact assets they own. Legislators with agriculture-related assets tend to cast roll call votes in favor

of agricultural policies that benefit these assets (Welch and Peters 1983). Two studies find that, after

controlling for confounders, legislators with investments in firms that were particularly vulnerable
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to the financial crisis of 2008—firms that would gain from intervention by the government—were

more likely to support legislation enabling the government to shore up financial markets (Tahoun

and Van Lent 2019; Peterson and Grose 2020). When senators from the same party and same state

split their roll call votes on free trade agreements, it is nearly always the senator with investments

in firms that gain from freer trade that supports the FTA (Ziolkowski 2021). All this attests to a

strong association between legislators’ investment portfolios and support of policies that positively

affect their investments. It seems legislators’ preferences—either for financial gain or underlying

preferences that drive both their investments and their support of legislation that benefits the

firms in which they invest—ultimately influence their public behavior (Peterson and Grose 2020;

Ziolkowski 2021).

Experimental evidence further bolsters the claim that legislators’ investment portfolios may

affect political preferences and behavior. Israeli citizens randomly assigned Israeli and Palestinian

financial assets became more aware of the broader economic risks of conflict between Palestine and

Israel, more willing to offer concessions for peace, and more likely to vote for parties more supportive

of the peace process (Jha and Shayo 2019). Those from a national sample in England assigned to

receive £50 to invest in stocks became substantially more opposed to regulation of financial markets

(Margalit and Shayo 2021). While a nationally representative sample may not respond to owning

stocks the same way politicians do, this is still strong evidence that investment portfolios affect

policy preferences.

Thus, legislators that invest in firms should be sympathetic to the goals of these firms. When

these legislators lack information about how policy affects the firms in which they invest, lobbying

by these firms could inform sympathetic legislators and influence their behavior. This seems

especially applicable to more complicated issues and/or issues with little public salience. Legislators

are more likely to lack information about how complex policy impacts firms. Complicated and

low-salience issues will be less likely to result in electoral consequences, freeing legislators to act on

their extra-electoral preferences (Persson and Tabellini 2016). In the US case, much trade-related

legislation is both fairly complex and—at least during the time covered in this study—a low-salience

issue for most voters (Vavreck, Sides, and Tausanovitch 2019).

We may, of course, question whether firms know legislators’ sympathies; it might seem that
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my theory requires firms to have direct knowledge that legislators have invested in them. There

are at least three ways firms (or their lobbyists) could learn who owns them. First, firms have

comprehensive lists of shareholders. Comparing these lists to a list of national legislators would

not be burdensome for many corporations—particularly corporations considering whether to pay

for a lobbying campaign. Of course, there would be some uncertainty with this method. Second,

legislators themselves annually disclose this information—which provides the data for this study. To

the extent firms have the resources to review legislators’ financial disclosures (something made easy

given digitization of the data by groups like Open Secrets), they can know whether legislators own

their stock. Third, lobbyists might be more aware of legislators’ investment portfolios—out-of-house

lobbyists might even seek out firms to represent based on this knowledge (Birnbaum 2015, 60). If

only a portion of firms know whether legislators own them my theory could be useful.

Alternatively, firms may never know that legislators own them and yet we might anticipate the

argument advanced here may provide insights into firms’ lobbying behavior. Firms may try to lobby

for reasons unrelated to legislators’ investment portfolios. These firms could then discover whether

or not lobbying is effective, which happens to be a function of whether legislators own them. Those

for whom it is effective will be more likely to continue to lobby, and thus legislators’ investment

portfolios could predict firm lobbying because of the underlying legislators’ preferences with which

they correlate, regardless of firms having direct knowledge of legislators’ investments. Additionally,

legislators that own firms could, conceivably, invite firms in which they invest to lobby—with or

without advertising their investments in these firms when doing so.

To summarize, firms, seeking to maximize profits, should lobby more when legislators are

sympathetic; legislators’ investment portfolios should reveal these sympathies. This holds as long as

we believe that lobbying is costly, that policy affects firms’ profitability, that firms have information

legislators lack, and that the probability of firms lobbying successfully increases when legislators are

sympathetic.
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2.3 Empirical implications

This leads to the expectation that, since the probability of a firm’s lobbying effectiveness increases

when legislators own the firm, firms should lobby more when they are owned. Here I articulate

three implications along these lines.

Firms that are owned by at least one legislator lobby more (binary). Having at least one

legislator likely to sympathize with them can help firms achieve policy goals. This implication is

agnostic about the direction/nature of firms’ policy goals. That is, firms may be for or against some

trade-related policy and, either way, want to contact legislators to voice this concern.

Firms owned by more legislators lobby more (count). Here I assume that firms’ legislative aims

will be more successful with the support of more legislators. For certain legislative goals of firms

this might not be the case (perhaps adding language to or sponsoring a bill) but for many goals

numbers tend to matter (e.g. roll call vote outcomes, enlisting cosponsors for bills, moving items on

or off the agenda).

As the cumulative size of legislators’ investments in a firm increases, that firm should be more

likely to lobby (continuous). This assumes that increases in the amount invested amount correspond

to more intense legislators’ preferences. I expect the marginal intensity of preferences to decrease as

investment size increases for individual legislators.

3 Data and Methods

I test my theory by analyzing the trade-related lobbying behavior of publicly listed firms in the

United States from 2004 to 2014. As stated above, scholarship on the trade-related lobbying behavior

of firms is well developed, providing baseline expectations about what factors matter. The United

States is one of the few countries that requires detailed reporting by lobbyists and granular financial

disclosures by members of Congress—the availability of this data in machine-readable form dictates

the years covered in the analysis.5 Further, vast amounts of data are available on the characteristics

of public firms in the United States—including those thought to be important for their trade-related
5https://www.opensecrets.org/bulk-data/downloads.
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preferences. Many of the most powerful MNCs are among these firms and, thus, by studying firms’

lobbying of Congress we learn not only about the political economy of one of the world’s largest

economies but perhaps also gain insight into how powerful US MNCs behave in other political

systems that affect their interests.

I begin by establishing that the expected relationship exists, first through simple bivariate

analysis and then with more sophisticated methods to control for possible confounders. I address

simultaneity, which includes using a matching approach appropriate to time-series cross-sectional

(TSCS) data to exploit the timing of legislators’ ownership of firms and firms’ lobbying. Beyond this,

I use myriad additional implications of my theory and empirical strategies to probe the plausibility

of alternative explanations of the findings.

My empirical effort requires the combination of data on legislators’ investments with data on

firms’ trade-related lobbying. Since 1978, MCs annually disclose, inter alia, earned and unearned

income, assets, and liabilities.6 Though MCs may disclose inaccurately, formal enforcement and

potential punishment by voters limit this (Eggers and Hainmueller 2014). The data is available

in digital form from the Center for Responsive Politics for the years 2004 to 2014. I use MCs’

investments in public firms to measure their underlying sympathies toward firms for this time period,

referring to this independent variable of interest as Legislator ownership.

Legislators must report assets worth more than $1000. Having worked extensively to match

the reported names of firms legislators own to the companies legal names and to unique identifiers

like GVKEYs (Compustat), I make two different versions of Legislator ownership that I use to

test two of the empirical implications laid out above. Legislator ownership (binary) takes the

value of 1 if at least one MC owns a firm in a given year. Legislator ownership (count) is the

total number of MCs that owns a firm in a given year.

Constructing Legislator ownership (continuous), which accounts for the size of MCs

investments in firms, requires additional steps. MCs report into which of 10 increasingly large “bins”

each asset falls, ranging from between $1000 and $5,000 for the smallest bin to $25m or more for

the top bin. I take the midpoints of each bin to estimate the value of an individual’s investment.7

6Ethics in Government Act of 1978.
7Previous work (Eggers and Hainmueller 2014) has found that more elaborate estimates of the value of legislators’
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I then sum the log of these individual investments by firm-year to create Legislator ownership

(continuous). I take the log of individual investments because, as stated above, I anticipate

diminishing marginal increases of sympathy towards a firm as individual legislators’ investments

increase.

Lobbyists’ reports required by the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (LDA) show if firms lobbied

Congress on trade (Kim 2018), which I match with legislators’ firm ownership data based on the

GVKEYs. To measure lobbying, I create a simple binary variable—Firm lobbying—that takes on

a value of 1 if the firm lobbied Capitol Hill on trade in a given year. I get the universe of public

firms for 2004 to 2014 from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP); any firm that

fails to match with Legislator ownership in a given year is given a value of 0 for Legislator

ownership.

Critical to note is that the LDA does not require lobbyists to declare who precisely is contacted

by lobbyists in Congress. The data enabling studies like Hirsch et al. (2021) is only required

for lobbyists working on behalf of foreign governments and is governed by the Foreign Agents

Registration Act (FARA); (foreign) firms may file according to the LDA. While we know precisely

which firms politicians own, we largely cannot know if firms are contacting legislators that own

them. Thus, the empirical work must rely on aggregated measures of contact and ownership. I offer

some evidence to address concerns arising from this data limitation.

4 Results

Figure 1 shows the results of a bivariate analysis of Legislator ownership and Firm lobbying.8

When looking at Legislator ownership (binary)—the left panel—we see that the difference in

the mean proportion of firms lobbying when moving from unowned to owned is 18.9%, meaning

that owned firms are 14.2 times more likely to lobby than unowned firms. In the middle panel, as

Legislator ownership (count) increases, the probability of lobbying approaches 1. The fitted

assets failed to substantively alter their results.
8Following Kim (2017), I focus on firms producing internationally traded goods—that is, at least one firm a given

industry trades the good internationally. Appendix A.1 shows that these relationships hold for the entire universe of
public firms, including firms selling services.
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line includes a quadruple knot spline to ensure that this positive relationship holds conditional

on ownership by at least one legislator. The right panel shows that as Legislator ownership

(continuous) increases, the chances a firm lobbies sharply increases. Again, a quadruple knot

spline guarantees the increase in the probability of lobbying is not solely due to the relationship we

see in the left panel when moving from unowned to owned. These results, though encouraging, are

far from convincing evidence of my argument; other variables could confound this relationship.
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Figure 1: Lobbying increases with legislators’ ownership of firms. The left panel shows
the relationship between whether a firm lobbied and whether at least one legislator owned the
firm, with a linear regression providing the fitted line and confidence intervals. The middle panel
displays how firms owned by more legislators are more likely to lobby, with the smoothed line and
confidence intervals provided by a logistic link function with a quadruple-knot spline of Legislator
ownership (count). The right panel shows that, as the sum of legislators’ logged investments in
a firm increases, so does the probability of lobbying. A logistic fit with a quadruple-knot spline
provides the smoothed line and confidence intervals.

4.1 Accounting for confounders

I turn to regression approaches to account for variables the literature has highlighted as important (e.g.

Kim 2017). This involves using business databases (CRSP, Orbis, and COMPUSTAT) to gathering

firm-level data on Capital expenditure, Employment, Property, Plant, and equipment, Cost

of goods sold, Market capitalization, Productivity, Differentiation, and six-digit NAICS

codes to account for industry-level factors like the multinationalization of an industry (Blanchard

and Matschke 2015). Following Kim (2017) I use labor productivity, Net income
Employees , for Productivity.

Differentiation—the inverse of the mean elasticity of substitution for Harmonized System 10-digit
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products with an associated NAICS 6-digit code (Broda and Weinstein 2006)—is unavailable for

firms that do not deal in internationally traded goods, including firms dealing in services. If I

exclude Differentiation and include these other firms, the results tend to change little.

I test empirical implication 1 with an analysis closely following Kim (2017). I begin with

a logistic regression of Firm lobbying on Firm ownership (binary) and the previously listed

controls—including an interaction of Productivity and Differentiation—fitting the model with

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). I cluster the standard errors at the firm level. While Kim

(2017) uses NAICS 2-digit fixed effects (22 terms), I find I can use NAICS 3-digit fixed effect

(27 terms) without running into significant problems with model convergence—in Appendix A.2 I

include all firms in the CRSP data (and drop Differentiation), yielding 93 NAICS 3-digit fixed

effects. I also include year fixed effects. I refer to this as the baseline model.

The top-left panel of Figure 2 shows the positive relationship between Legislator ownership

(binary) and Firm lobbying holds when accounting for potential confounders. To examine model

implications, I first set Legislator ownership (binary) to 0 for all firms and calculate the mean

predicted probability of lobbying. I do the same setting Legislator ownership (binary) to 1.

I use 1000 simulations to produce confidence intervals (c.f. Tomz, Whittenberg, and King 2003).

Unowned firms lobby with a probability of 0.03 compared to 0.16 for owned firms, meaning the

latter is 5.5 times more likely to lobby. The difference of 12.6 percentage points clears conventional

levels of statistical significance. Including Differentiation limits the universe of firms analyzed

to those producing goods that are traded internationally. Appendix A.2 shows that these results

and the others in this section hold when looking at all the firms in CRSP.

To test whether firms lobby more when owned by more legislators (empirical implication 2 ), I

add Legislator ownership (count) to the baseline model while retaining Legislator ownership

(binary)—the latter accounts for the effect of moving from unowned to owned and the former

estimates how much Firm lobbying increases as more legislators own the firm. I calculate the

average predicted probability of lobbying for all firms when setting Legislator ownership (count)

to all integers from 0 to 125, using 1000 simulations to produce confidence intervals. The top-middle

panel of Figure 2 shows a strong, positive relationship between Firm lobbying and Legislator

ownership (count), with the predicted probabilities reaching nearly 100% when 35 legislators own
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Figure 2: Lobbying increases with legislators’ ownership of firms after accounting for
likely confounders. Results based on logistic regression. Rugs show observed values for firms that
lobbied (ceiling) or did not (floor). 1000 simulations produce 95% confidence intervals using the
variance-covariance matrix with standard errors clustered by firms in the top row, which includes
NAICS 3-digit fixed effects and uses MLE. 10,000 posterior draws produce 95% credible intervals in
the bottom row, which has NAICS 6-digit random effects and uses Bayesian analysis. All quantities
represent average effects across all observations. The left column shows the relationship between
whether a firm lobbied and whether at least one legislator owned the firm. The middle column
displays how firms owned by more legislators are more likely to lobby, accounting for the effect
of going from unowned to owned. The right column shows that as the sum of legislators’ logged
investments in a firm increases so does the probability of lobbying, again accounting for any intercept
shift resulting from being owned by at least one legislator.
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the firm.

Next, I add Legislator ownership (continuous) to the baseline model to test whether the

size of legislators’ investments predicts lobbying (empirical implication 3 ). Legislator ownership

(binary) remains in the model to account for potential non-linearity when moving from unowned

to owned. I find the average predicted probability of lobbying across the range of Legislator

ownership (continuous) by calculating predicted probabilities for all firms after setting the value

of Legislator ownership (continuous) to each multiple of 5 from 0 to 1555—the maximum

observed value of this variable is 1556.2. I use 1000 simulations to calculate confidence intervals.

The top-right panel of Figure 2 shows a positive relationship that traces out the sigmoid curve.

Using MLE limits the industry fixed effects to NAICS 3-digit codes; adding too many predictors

results in convergence issues, particularly perfect separation, rendering inference unreliable (Ward

and Ahlquist 2018). Bayesian analysis penalizes the size of coefficients and can successfully fit

hierarchical models with NAICS 6-digit random intercepts (430 terms) and a random intercept

for each year. These random intercepts account for observed and unobserved industry-level and

year-specific variables. Appendix A.2 shows that the results hold when including all firms in CRSP,

which entails estimating 928 NAICS 6-digit random intercepts. I use flat priors—equivalent to

implicit frequentist priors—for population-level variables (e.g. Legislator ownership and control

variables). I specify weakly informative priors over the hierarchical standard deviation parameters

to lightly regularize the random intercepts, enabling model convergence (Appendix A.3 has details).

The bottom row of Figure 2 shows the results of the Bayesian analysis of models including the

NAICS 6-digit random intercepts, which otherwise corresponds to the MLE-based analysis in the

top row. As is clear, accounting for NAICS 6-digit-level factors (observed or otherwise) in addition

to the possible confounders discussed above does little to the relationship between Legislator

ownership and Firm lobbying.

Simultaneity could explain these results, though there are reasons to doubt this. A high degree

of scrutiny attends legislators that appear to trade securities about which they have privileged

information due to their position as legislators (Eggers and Hainmueller 2014), suggesting legislators

like Richard Burr are the exceptions that prove the rule (Temkin and Markarian 2020). Yet, those
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“exceptions” could instead be the tip of the iceberg, so it is worth exploring whether evidence exists

that would rule out simultaneity as an alternate explanation.

4.2 Addressing simultaneity

Some additional implications of the model born out in the data are inconsistent with a simultaneity

argument. First, if lobbying by firms leads legislators to invest in these firms, we would not expect

particularly powerful groups of politicians to tend to own these firms more often; powerful or not,

legislators should be inclined to invest in the stock of firms that lobby.

I use several different measures of Powerful legislator ownership to test this argument.

Each of these variables is a count variable, similar to Legislator ownership (count), but is

based on a subset of powerful legislators and has a complementary variable which is the relevant

set of “weak” legislators. Powerful legislator ownership (senator) versus Weak legislator

ownership (representative): an individual senator matters more than a representative for many

reasons, including that there are fewer senators (i.e. an individual makes up a larger proportion

of the chamber) and they have more individual legislative clout (Sinclair 2016). Powerful

legislator ownership (leadership) versus Weak legislator ownership (non-leadership):

chamber and party leadership positions—I focus on party whips, party leaders, and the Speaker of

the House—all have increased ability to support and oppose legislation. Powerful legislator

ownership (committee) versus Weak legislator ownership (non-member): members of the

Senate Committee on Finance and the House Ways and Means Committee have primary jurisdiction

over trade-related legislation. Powerful legislator ownership (chair) versus Powerful

legislator ownership (other member) versus Weak legislator ownership (non-member):

Powerful legislator ownership (chair), accounting for ownership by the chair and ranking

member, should have a strong effect relative to other committee members (Berry and Fowler 2018).

To test if Powerful legislator ownership corresponds to higher levels of Firm lobbying,

I start with the baseline model (Section 4.1), removing Legislator ownership (binary).

I fit four models where each one includes terms derived from one of the four measures

of Powerful legislator ownership; I include Powerful legislator ownership, Weak
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legislator ownership, and interactions between these variables. This setup blends empirical

implications 1 and 2, minimizes the number of interaction terms needed, and is conceptually

straightforward. It allows a direct comparison of the relationship between Firm lobbying and

legislator ownership between powerful legislators and weak legislators. If my theory is right, we

should see a stronger relationship for powerful legislators.
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Figure 3: Firms owned by powerful legislators lobby more. 1000 simulations produce 95%
confidence intervals using the variance-covariance matrix with standard errors clustered by firms.
All quantities represent average effects across all observations. Rugs show observed values for firms
that lobbied (ceiling) or did not (floor). The top-left panel compares ownership by senators to
representatives. The top-right panel compares ownership by party and chamber leadership to the
rank and file. The bottom-left panel compares ownership by members of the committee with primary
responsibility for trade legislation versus non-members and the bottom-right panel adds to this a
comparison of the effect of ownership by the chairperson or ranking member.

To interpret these models, I find the average predicted probability of lobbying for all firms for

a range of values for Powerful legislator ownership, setting Weak legislator ownership to

zero, and then vice versa. Figure 3 shows that Powerful legislator ownership is more predictive

of Firm lobbying. For instance, when 10 senators own a firm, that firm has about a 65% chance of
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lobbying, versus a roughly 45% when 0 representatives own the firm (top-left panel). The top-right

panel shows a striking divergence in Leadership versus Non-leadership ownership. If four (out of

nine) leaders own a firm, it lobbies with a probability of about 0.6, while if the same number of

rank and file members own a firm, it lobbies with a probability of about 0.1. The bottom-left panel

of Figure 3 shows the relationship between Firm lobbying and Powerful legislator ownership

(committee) is stronger; if eight members of the committees responsible for trade legislation own a

firm, that firm has over a 50% chance of lobbying versus only about 30% for a firm owned by eight

non-committee legislators. Finally, bottom right panel reveals that while Powerful legislator

ownership (other member) matters relative to legislators off the committee, the impact of the

chair and/or ranking member owning the firm is larger still—if three committee leaders own a firm,

it lobbies with a probability of about 0.6, compared to about 0.2 for other committee members and

under 0.1 for those off the committee.

The argument that powerful legislators should not disproportionately own firms that lobby—

thereby ruling out simultaneity—loses plausibility either if firms only lobby these powerful legislators

or firms more intensely lobby powerful legislators and legislators propensity to invest in a firm

increases with that firm’s lobbying intensity. Of course, we know little about whom firms’ lobbyists

target. We have evidence that when foreign governments lobby on trade legislation they tend to

contact nearly all legislators (You 2021).9 Yet, we can’t be sure the lobbying of nearly all legislators

by foreign governments translates to firms’ lobbying behavior on trade; it might be that firms

lobby powerful legislators exclusively or far more intensely, leading to more investment by these

powerful legislators. Again, the patina of corruption acquired by legislators choosing to invest in

firms because these firms lobbied might make us dubious of this type of simultaneity, particularly

if we think powerful legislators are more politically ambitious than average—and thus even more

concerned about the potentially disastrous electoral consequences of appearing to engage in insider

trading. Still, ruling out this particular version of simultaneity would strengthen my argument.

I leverage the timing of Firm lobbying vis-à-vis Legislator ownership as another way of

addressing simultaneity. I match firms who get ownership “treatment” to similar firms that don’t,
9You (2021) uses data filed in compliance with the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA) of 1938. Foreign

governments must adhere to this—they do not have the option to report their activities under LDA, which does not
require firms to disclose who they lobby. Foreign firms, however, can file under the LDA, meaning the FARA data
does not capture much of their activity nor any activity of domestic firms.
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tracking differences in their lobbying behavior across two periods before and five periods after

the initial treatment (Kim, Kosuke, and Wang 2021). I use the Mahalanobis distance between

the covariates discussed in Section 4.1 for pre-treatment periods to match treated units to the

nearest two control units; control firms must have identical treatment histories as the treated unit.

I calculate the average treatment effect on treated (ATT) using a difference-in-differences estimator

that accounts for a time trend. Appendix A.4 shows that the mean difference between treated and

control units for each covariate in every pre-treatment period is well below 0.5 standard deviations

of the covariate across all treated observations in the data for that period, with most falling below

0.2 sd.

This approach may understate the effects of Legislator ownership. By focusing on firms

that switch between control and treatment—measured by Legislator ownership (binary)—at

some point during the time series, this method necessarily focuses on a subset of firms, excluding

firms owned by at least one legislator throughout the period (a subset of that may be particularly

impacted by legislator ownership). This framework focuses on the binary as opposed to the count

or continuous measures of Legislator ownership, which ultimately throws out information about

treatment dosage.
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Figure 4: Estimated average effects of legislator ownership on firm lobbying using TSCS
matching. Matching methods that adjust for the treatment and covariate histories during the two
years before the treatment produce the estimates of the ATT for the five years following treatment,
with 95% bootstrap confidence intervals.

Nonetheless, the results of this analysis (Figure 4) reveal that Legislator ownership

(binary) has a significant, sustained ATT on Firm Lobbying. Roughly 1.2% of unowned firms
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in this analysis lobby. The average ATT across the six periods is nearly double this—about 1.5

percentage points. Simultaneity does not seem to explain the relationship between legislator

ownership. Some results below will reinforce this conclusion.

4.3 Evidence against unobserved variables

What if an omitted variable—which must be largely orthogonal to controls and varies within

industries, given the results from the MLE and Bayesian analysis (Section 4.1)—gives rise both to

Firm lobbying and Legislator ownership? If an omitted variable leads to widespread investment

by MCs extending even to smaller groups of powerful legislators while also drives lobbying, it could

explain the powerful legislator findings. The TSCS matching results mean the timing of the impact

of changes in this variable must simultaneously cause changes in Firm lobbying and Legislator

ownership. Such a variable cannot be completely ruled out with the analysis thus far presented.

I turn to additional pieces of evidence and implications of my theory that do not easily fit

with this omitted variable alternative. First, I predict smaller firms should be more affected by

Legislator ownership. For large firms, the mostly fixed costs of lobbying represent a relatively

small expense. Also, their size may enhance the effectiveness of their lobbying efforts since they

arguably have more impact on the health of the national economy and they tend to employ more

people. Legislator ownership should matter less for large firms’ lobbying decisions. Small firms,

however, will tend to see the costs of lobbying as prohibitive. For such firms, legislator ownership

may markedly increase their chances of success and thus the expected value of lobbying.

Such a prediction seems at odds with an alternative explanation whereby the relationship I’ve

uncovered results from some unspecified or unobserved role for firm size. While omitted variables

are of concern, it seems likely that they would be positively (if weakly)—or perhaps orthogonally—

related to market capitalization. Yet, the empirical implication just introduced predicts a negative

interaction between the size of a firm and the effect of ownership. Thus, a finding that supports

this implication narrows significantly the nature of omitted variable that could be confounding the

relationship between Legislator ownership and Firm lobbying.

To test this prediction, I fit a model like the baseline model (Section 4.1) where I replace
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Legislator ownership (binary) with an interaction between Legislator ownership (count)

and S&P 500—a binary variable taking the value of 1 when the firm is in the S&P 500, a widely

used measure of the largest 500 public firms. I calculate the average predicted probabilities of

lobbying for a range of values of Legislator ownership (count) across all firms when setting to

S&P 500 to 0 and then to 1. The results show that increasing the number of legislators that own a

firm outside of the S&P 500 results in a faster increase in the predicted probability of lobbying (left

panel of Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Smaller firms are more affected by legislator ownership. 1000 simulations produce
95% confidence intervals using the variance-covariance matrix with standard errors clustered by
firms. All quantities represent average effects across all observations. Rugs show observed values for
firms that lobbied (ceiling/right) or did not (floor/left). The left panel compares S&P 500 firms
with those outside of the index. The middle panel maps the predicted probability of lobbying across
the range of Market capitalization (y-axis) and Legislator ownership (count) (x-axis) when
the model includes an interaction between these variables. The right panel shows the results of
estimating the effect of legislator ownership separately for each quartile of Market capitalization.

We might be concerned that the S&P 500 distinction is either arbitrary or, since it is so widely

used, could be correlated with factors not included in the model. Another approach is to replace

S&P 500 with Market capitalization, with the expectation that the interaction term between

Market capitalization and Legislator ownership (count) should be negative. The estimate

for this coefficient is -6.4e-07 with a standard error of 1.1e-07, statistically significant well beyond

conventional levels. I plot the average predicted probabilities of lobbying across many values of

Legislator ownership (count) and Market capitalization to convey the model implications

(middle panel of Figure 5). When setting Market capitalization to a lower value—for example,
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$50b—increasing Legislator ownership (count) rapidly increases firms’ probability of lobbying;

when no legislators own the firm the probability of lobbying is about 0%, which rises to over 30%

(80%) when 10 (20) legislators own the firm. For a large value of Market capitalization—for

example, $600b—the predicted probabilities of lobbying actually fall as Legislator ownership

(count) increases. The model implies that legislator ownership matters a lot more to smaller firms.

These results—especially the negative results for the largest firms—provide impetus to further

explore possible non-linear effects of Market capitalization and its interaction with Legislator

ownership (count). I create a new variable for the size of firms—Market capitalization

(quartile)—binning firms into four quantiles. Each quartile enters the model as a binary variable,

thereby estimating the effect of Legislator ownership (count) within each quartile of Market

capitalization. Looking at the right panel of Figure 5, note that, when unowned (that is,

Legislator ownership (count) = 0), the probability of lobbying increases when moving from

firms in the first quartile to those in the fourth, as we would expect. Also, as per expectations,

the effect of Legislator ownership (count) is larger for smaller firms. The effect of legislator

ownership on the lobbying behavior of firms in the first and second quartiles is similar—with the first

quartile firms slowly catching the second quartile firms, albeit with wide confidence intervals. By

comparison, Legislator ownership (count) has a more moderate—but certainly positive—effect

on firms with Market capitalization higher than the median, with the effect on firms in the

third quartile being somewhat stronger than those in the fourth quartile. The most striking result

is that, though starting substantially lower, the predicted probabilities that firms in the first and

second quartiles lobby quickly overtake the predicted probabilities for firms in the third and fourth

quartiles as Legislator ownership (count) increases.

As another way to narrow the possible characteristics of omitted variables that might explain

my findings, I turn to implications regarding which party controls a chamber. The party with a

majority has more influence over legislation. Therefore, firms should see lobbying as more valuable

when members of the majority own them—similar to the argument about powerful legislators

(Section 4.2). Since control of chambers changes relatively quickly and it seems unlikely legislators

significantly alter their investment portfolios each time their party gains or loses control of the

chamber (c.f. Eggers and Hainmueller 2014), it is hard to imagine many omitted variables that might
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explain why firms owned by the new (erstwhile) majority should suddenly lobby more (less). If firms’

lobbying behavior changes with swings in the partisan control of chambers, it strongly suggests

that any omitted variable that might explain the relationship between Legislator ownership and

Firm Lobbying must be in some way related to legislators’ portfolio-revealed preferences.

Given the counter-majoritarian nature of the Senate, I expect the results in the Senate should

be less clear-cut than those in the House. Even if a firm is only owned by members of the Senate

minority party, minority senators have significant legislative clout; in the House, the majority can

more easily push through legislation despite minority opposition.
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Figure 6: Firms owned by legislators in the majority lobby more. 6000 draws from the
posterior distribution produce 95% credible intervals. Rugs show observed values for firms that
lobbied (ceiling) or did not (floor). All quantities represent average effects across all observations.
Each panel shows the effect of legislator ownership when a particular party in a given chamber is in
control, when it’s not, and the difference between these quantities.

To test this, I first create four variables similar to Legislator ownership (count) but

that are chamber- and party-specific (e.g. Legislator ownership (House Democrats)). I also

create two dummy variables for whether Democrats control the House or Senate (e.g. Democrat

Senate majority). I fit a model like the baseline model (Section 4.1) where I replace Legislator

ownership (binary) with the chamber- and party-specific count variables of legislator ownership

as well as all combinations of interactions between these variables—including up to a four-way
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interaction—to allow these variables to operate as substitutes (e.g. if a firm is already owned

by Senate Democrats, this may lessen the impact of House Republican ownership for this firm).

Finally, I include interactions between the chamber- and party-specific count variables and the

appropriate Democratic majority dummy (e.g. Legislator ownership (House Democrats) ×

Democrat House majority). MLE results in perfect separation, so I rely on Bayesian analysis with

improper priors for population terms and weakly informative priors for the year and NAICS 3-digit

random intercepts (Appendix A.3 has details).

To interpret the model, I find the average predicted probabilities of lobbying across all firms

when the number of legislators owning a firm in a particular chamber and from a particular party

increases from 0 to 20, conditional on whether that party controls that chamber and setting the

ownership by the other chamber/party to 0. Figure 6 shows that the difference between the effect of

ownership by a party increases when that party controls the House. The inverse-logit link function

means that the size of the difference in the predicted probability of lobbying varies as legislator

ownership increases, reaching a high of 11 (24) percentage points for Democrats (Republicans)

when 5 (10) members of their party own a firm. Note that the effect of ownership by Democrats is

stronger than that of ownership by Republicans, particularly in the House. In Appendix A.6 I more

explicitly show that the effect of ownership by Democrat MCs is larger than for Republican MCs,

which my theory predicts if we believe that Democrats have a lower baseline propensity to support

legislation preferred by the firms that they own.

In the Senate, the same basic pattern emerges, and Democrats (Republicans) see a maximal

difference of about 19 (10) percentage points when 5 (6) MCs own the firm. Some of the differences

for Democrats and all of those for Republicans fall short of traditional levels of statistical significance,

unsurprising given the minority’s power in the Senate. The fact that there are necessarily fewer

members of the minority party and therefore fewer of them to own firms does not drive these

results—recall Section 4.2 where ownership by smaller groups (e.g. senators versus representatives,

leadership versus rank-and-file, etc.) is more predictive of firm lobbying than ownership larger

groups. Rather, it is that when a party is in the minority, a lower proportion of the firms they own

lobby. These results add further evidence against simultaneity; it is hard to see lobbying leading to

a change in the composition of legislators’ portfolios precisely when legislators become part of the
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majority.

Of course, these results don’t rule out that a party’s agenda pushes particular firms to lobby.

In this case, a party’s agenda may be influenced by the same sort of preferences that drive their

investments, since we’ve already established that the investments of the majority party are more

predictive of firm lobbying than the minority’s investments—though note that the effect of minority

ownership is still substantial. If the majority’s agenda is part of the story, this does not run against

the basic argument that the policy preferences of those in power, revealed by their investments,

matter for firms’ lobbying decisions. It does offer a channel through which this could happen. To the

extent we think that a party’s agenda will benefit the firms they own if and only if the firms lobby,

this seems compelling. However, if we imagine that a party’s agenda threatens firms they don’t own

(perhaps a Democrat majority looking to pass stricter carbon emissions regulations that threaten

oil companies) and we think lobbying is a mechanism by which firms can inform legislators about

high costs of these regulations of which the legislators are ignorant (e.g. Grossman and Helpman

2001), this possible link between a party’s investments, their agenda, and firm lobbying seems less

compelling, as it would imply firms should lobby more when owned by the minority.

Another way to account for firm-level omitted variables is to see if the relationship between

ownership and lobbying holds within firms. Given problems of perfect separation for models including

anything more granular than NAICS 3-digit fixed-effects, firm-level fixed effects using MLE are not

an option. I again turn to Bayesian analysis, fitting a hierarchical model with a random intercept for

each firm (5226 terms)—Appendix A.5 shows that the results hold when including firms that don’t

produce internationally traded goods, yielding 11,400 random intercepts. These random intercepts

account for omitted variables at a granular level—slow-changing, firm-level variables orthogonal to

the firm-level controls. Like above, I use flat priors over population terms and weakly informative

priors over the standard deviation of the hierarchical parameters (Appendix A.3 has details).

The analysis follows that in Section 4.1. Figure 7 shows the results. The left panel shows

that Legislator ownership (binary) doubles the probability a firm will lobby, going from 3.5%

to 7%. Conditional on at least one legislator owning the firm, the middle panel shows that as

more MCs own the firm the predicted probability of lobbying sharply increases, surpassing 50%

(90%) when about 45 (90) MCs own the firm. The same pattern holds when analyzing the effect of
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Figure 7: Within-firm analysis shows firms lobby more when owned by legislators.
Results based on logistic regression. 10,000 posterior draws produce 95% credible intervals. All
quantities represent average effects across all observations. Rugs show observed values for firms that
lobbied (ceiling) or did not (floor). The left panel shows the relationship between whether a firm
lobbied and whether at least one legislator owned the firm. The middle panel displays how firms
owned by more legislators are more likely to lobby even when accounting for the effect of going from
unowned to owned. The right panel shows that as the sum of legislators’ logged investments in a
firm increases so does the probability of lobbying, again accounting for any intercept shift resulting
from being owned by at least one legislator.

Legislator ownership (continuous), which sees the average predicted probability of lobbying

increase markedly as the size of legislators’ investments increases. While these estimates are

smaller than in Section 4.1, they are still substantial, particularly since firms with little variation in

Legislator ownership contribute little to the estimate even if Legislator ownership influences

their lobbying in the theorized manner.

Still, this analysis does not rule out a fast-changing, firm-level omitted variable that changes

lobbying behavior and ownership at precisely the same time (given the TCSC-matching results), is

orthogonal to the controls included in all models, results in more concentrated ownership among

powerful legislators, affects smaller firms more than large ones, and changes lobbying patterns at the

same time that control of a chamber changes. I offer one more piece of evidence to further bolster

my case—firms disproportionately target legislators that own them.

If it’s true that firms are more likely to lobby sympathetic legislators, then they should be

motivated to contact those that own them. Above I stated—following the literature—that the LDA

does not require firms to say which legislators they contact. This is not entirely accurate. Though
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Figure 8: Firms tend to lobby the chamber that owns them. Results based on multinomial
logistic regression fit with Bayesian analysis. 10,000 posterior draws produce 90 and 95% credible
intervals. All quantities represent average first differences when firms are owned by at least one
legislator versus unowned, with separate estimations made for the change in the number of firms
lobbying each chamber and the difference between chambers, conditional on ownership by senators
or representatives. Each facet notes the predicted number of firms lobbying when no legislators own
firms.

firms have no requirement to name which legislator they contact, they must report which chamber

they lobby. Unsurprisingly, given the high fixed costs of lobbying (Kerr, Lincoln, and Mishra 2014;

Huneeus and Kim 2021) and the institutional requirements that both chambers agree on trade

policy (Bailey, Goldstein, and Weingast 1997), most firms—roughly 95.6% of firm-years—lobbying

one chamber lobby the other as well. That leaves, however, a small number of firms that report

lobbying only one chamber—64 (44) firm-years in the House (Senate), involving 49 (30) unique

firms. Thus, only 0.12% of observations lobby only a single chamber.10 Nonetheless this data allows

for a less aggregated measure of which legislators firms contacted. My theory implies that, when

firms lobby only one chamber, they will be more likely to lobby a chamber that owns them.

To test this, I fit a multinomial logistic regression of Firm lobbying (categorical) (a

variable taking on one of four values—“lobbied both chambers,” “lobbied neither,” “lobbied the

House,” or “lobbied the Senate”) on the right-hand side variables in the baseline model (Section 4.1),

with the exception that I exchange Legislator ownership (binary) for the two chamber-specific

versions of this variable and an interaction between them. Because perfect separation happens
10The numbers in this paragraph are based on firms for which data on the control variables are available. In this

analysis, I do not control for Differentiation to include more observations where firms lobbied one firm or the
other—there are 29,764 unique firm-years that have a value for Differentation (meaning they produce internationally
traded goods) compared to 64,007 unique firm-years for which data on the other control variables are available. Note,
however, that the analysis of this larger universe has largely mirrored that which controls for Differentiation (c.f.
Appendix A.1, Appendix A.2, Appendix A.5).
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using MLE, I use Bayesian analysis and, thus, include NAICS 3-digit random intercepts instead

of fixed effects. As in previous Bayesian models, I use flat priors for population parameters and

weakly informative priors over the hierarchical standard deviation parameters (Appendix A.3 has

details). Note the heavy burden placed on finding the predicted relationship for the two categories of

Firm lobbying (categorical) in which we are interested. Lobbying on trade-related legislation

is rare—less than 4% of observations. Observations for “lobbied the House (Senate)” comprise less

than 0.1% (0.07%) of the data, making these outcomes extremely rare. Any results related to these

categories of interest likely will have considerable statistical uncertainty.

Despite the sparsity of observations that lobby only one chamber, the estimated effect of

chamber-specific ownership on chamber-specific lobbying is in the right direction, is relatively large,

and the ultimate quantities of interest hover at conventional levels of statistical significance. Figure

8 shows the implications of this model in terms of the average first difference (Ward and Ahlquist

2018) in the number of firms predicted to lobby each chamber when all firms are owned by at least

one MC compared to when they are not. That is, I find the predicted number of firms lobbying

when setting Legislator ownership to 1 and subtract from this the predicted number of firms

lobbying when setting Legislator ownership to 0, calculating these quantities separately for the

combinations senator versus republican ownership and lobbying the House versus the Senate. The

left facet shows that ownership by senators leads to about 95 more firms lobbying the Senate than

ownership by representatives, while the middle facet shows ownership by representatives leads to

about 74 more firms lobbying the House compared to ownership by senators. When owned by at

least one senator (representative), 128 (40) more firms lobby the Senate (House) compared to the

unowned baseline of 15 more firms lobbying the House (right panel)—these quantities represent

the chamber-specific effects of ownership by senators and representatives. The final quantity in the

right panel shows that ownership by at least one senator results in about 169 more firms lobbying

the Senate than the House compared to ownership by at least one representative. This represents

the difference in the chamber-specific effects of senator ownership versus representative ownership,

and the 95% credible interval only just contains 0. Appendix A.7 shows that similar analyses

for the chamber-specific versions of Legislator ownership (count) and Legislator ownership

(continuous) display the same basic pattern even though the dearth of observations lobbying a
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single chamber places a heavier burden on these measures of Legislator ownership.

It is difficult to imagine an omitted firm-level characteristic—fast-changing or not, that

would lead to both chamber-specific lobbying by particular firms and increased ownership by that

chamber and not the other chamber—particularly given that simultaneity does not appear to be the

predominant explanation of the relationship between Firm lobbying and Legislator ownership

(Section 4.2 as well as majority results presented in Figure 6). The observational nature of the data

means an omitted variable could confound this relationship, yet the results in their totality make

such a possibility appear unlikely.

5 Conclusion

Lobbying represents a costly endeavor with uncertain payoffs. Some firms see the consequences of

government policy and the possibility of lobbying successfully as worthwhile. Firm characteristics

play an important role in whether or not they choose to lobby. At the same time, legislators have

significant investments in some firms. Legislators consider policies that will impact these investments.

Do firms’ lobbying decisions, to some degree, depend on whether—and which—legislators own them?

Is the story of the Crédit Mobilier an exemplar or an exception? Does Ames’ observation—that

legislators, like most people, have a predisposition to look after their property—help us understand

which firms lobby?

I argue that legislators’ sympathies affect firms’ lobbying decisions. Firms look to maximize

profits and legislators have electoral slack in choosing their positions on at least some policies.

Legislators tend to legislate in line with their sympathies revealed by their portfolios. Legislation

often has effects that firms understand better than legislators. The key implication of my theory

follows; a firm owned by legislators is more likely to lobby and, conditional on being owned,

increases in the number of legislators that own the firm and the size of their stake further increase

the probability of lobbying. As a vivid, if extreme, example, the Crédit Mobilier thought the

value of legislator ownership to the firm’s lobbying efforts justified ethically suspect—perhaps

illegal—subsidization of legislators’ stock purchases.
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I have to confront the fact that the data available do not allow a direct test of the causal

mechanism. Though the US data on lobbying and legislators’ investment portfolios are more extensive

than other cases—I must rely on aggregated measures of lobbying contact. Still, the expected

relationship at this aggregated level of contact remains strong when controlling for confounders

commonly cited in the literature as well as accounting for industry- and firm-level unobserved

confounders. Firms’ probability of lobbying increases when powerful legislators own them. Firm

lobbying follows temporal changes in ownership. Changes in partisan chamber control reveal that

firms are increasingly likely to lobby when owned by a majority. Further, the chamber-specific

relationship between ownership and lobbying— despite scant observations—is unlikely to arise

by chance and offers further evidence that firms lobby legislators that own them. These findings

constitute a preponderance of evidence in support of my argument over and against alternate

explanations based on simultaneity or omitted variable bias.

It is important to discuss the generalizability of these findings. The US has a long history

of competitive elections, laws requiring comparatively granular disclosure of lobbying activity and

legislators’ personal finances, and independent media inclined to publicize anything that has a

hint of insider trading or corruption. To the extent that these features are less prevalent in other

political systems—especially weaker democracies and non-democratic systems—we could expect

politicians’ investment portfolios to lead to even more attempts by firms to influence policy. Of

course, these attempts may be made through channels other than registered lobbying. On the other

hand, trade—particularly during the time of this study—was fairly low-salience. More salient issues

should be more closely watched by constituents, thereby limiting politicians’ electoral slack, meaning

that lobbying by firms is unlikely to be successful and more firms may avoid incurring the costs of

lobbying legislators about these issues.

My argument speaks to broader concerns about collective action problems. In the context of

lobbying, large firms—possessing greater resources—are expected to dominate lobbying, which the

data bear out. Yet, the connection between firms and politicians that invest in them appears to be

a powerful substitute for size. A firm with a market capitalization of $3.6m that 2 legislators own

and a firm with a market capitalization of $17.1b that no legislators own both have about a 2.4%
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chance of lobbying.11 That is, being owned by 2 legislators makes the smaller firm as likely to lobby

as one that is more than 4,700 times larger. Even if this estimate is an order of magnitude too high,

it strongly suggests the importance of a sympathetic audience for firms’ lobbying behavior.

This article contributes to our fundamental understanding of how firms influence—and may

be perceived to influence—policy. First, I offer a new theory of how firm lobbying works. By

elucidating how legislators sympathies can affect firms’ political activity, my work echoes and extends

older scholarship on how the commingling of political and economic elites’ interests may shape

policymaking (Mills [1956] 2000; Schattschneider 1960); I present a concrete way firm lobbying may

form and exploit connections between the interests of firms and legislators. Second, the existence and

strength of these connections may mean that the focus of most research on populism and political

discontent on two (competing) explanations—economic and cultural grievances (Mudde and Rovira

Kaltwasser 2018)—tends to overlook another possibility. Following reporting on senator David

Perdue’s (R-GA) stock trading in 2020, senator Jeff Merkley (D-OR) said of legislators’ investments

in individual stocks, “There is no way that the public can’t sense, can’t absolutely smell, that this is

corrupt, that you have it in the back of your mind when you vote. You may have the public interest

in your mind, but you also have in your mind how that decision might impact the value of your

portfolio.”12 Connections between legislators and firms like those explored in this article—perhaps

only the perception of them—may add to a public sense that political and economic elites have an

outsized influence on policy, thereby contributing to the politics of discontent recently roiling many

democracies.
11These predicted probabilities come from the model that produces the middle panel of Figure 5.
12https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/02/us/politics/david-perdue-stock-trades.html.
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A Online appendix

A.1 Bivariate analysis of all public firms

Figure A1 shows that a bivariate analysis including all public firms—not just those producing

internationally traded goods—still results in a strong positive relationship between legislator

ownership and firm lobbying. Though the difference in means in the left panel is smaller than in

the left panel of Figure 1, the relative risk is actually larger (14.8 versus 14.2) because the proportion

of firms lobbying when unowned is lower for this larger universe. In the middle and right panels,

quadruple knot splines ensure that the positive relationship between legislator ownership and

firm lobbying holds conditional on at least one legislator owning the firm.
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Figure A1: Lobbying increases with legislators’ ownership of firms when all public firms are included
in the analysis. The left panel shows the relationship between whether a firm lobbied and whether at
least one legislator owned the firm, with a linear regression providing the fitted line and confidence
intervals. The middle panel displays how firms owned by more legislators are more likely to lobby,
with the smoothed line and confidence intervals provided by a logistic link function with a spline
with four knots for the legislator ownership variable. The right panel shows that as the sum of
legislators’ logged investments in a firm increases so does the probability of lobbying, again with a
logistic fit with a four-knot spline providing the smoothed line and confidence intervals.

A.2 Controlling for confounder for all public firms
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Figure A2: Lobbying increases with legislators’ ownership of firms after accounting for likely
confounders, based on logistic regression, including all firms in CRSP for which data on firm-level
confounders (except Differentiation) are available. 1000 simulations produce 95% confidence
intervals using the variance-covariance matrix with standard errors clustered by firms in the top
row, which includes NAICS 3-digit fixed effects and uses MLE. 10,000 posterior draws produce
95% credible intervals in the bottom row, which has NAICS 6-digit random intercepts and relies on
Bayesian analysis. All quantities represent average effects across all observations. The left column
shows the relationship between whether a firm lobbied and whether at least one legislator owned
the firm. The middle column displays how firms owned by more legislators are more likely to lobby
even when accounting for the effect of going from unowned to owned. The right row shows that as
the sum of legislators’ logged investments in a firm increases so does the probability of lobbying,
again accounting for any intercept shift resulting from being owned by at least one legislator.
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A.3 Notes on priors in Bayesian analyses

When fitting models with Bayesian analysis, I use flat priors for population-level variables—typically

these are some measure of Legislator ownership and the control variables discussed in Section

4.1. Flat or improper priors are equivalent to the implicit priors in frequentist statistics (Jackman

2009). I use weakly informative priors over the hierarchical standard deviation parameters—typically

for year and NAICS 3/6-digit random intercepts—in order to provide some regularization to enable

model convergence and improve sampling efficiency. Specifically, I use a half student-t distribution

with 3 degrees of freedom and a scale parameter of 2.5 as a prior for the hierarchical standard

deviation parameters, following Gelman (2006) and Bürkner (2017).

These Bayesian random intercepts take the place of fixed effects in models fit with MLE in the

paper; it is precisely when adding too many fixed effects that MLE runs into problems of perfect

separation, since the likelihood can be maximized by selecting arbitrarily large values for some

coefficients, ultimately compromising inference (Ward and Ahlquist 2018). Intuition suggests that,

while coefficients of fixed effects may be large, it is improbable that they are infinite or the only

factor that matters in explaining behavior of a group. Choosing priors that mildly restricts these

values—-in this case priors that assumes that there is (a small amount of) information in group j’s

behavior that can illuminate group i’s behavior—seems not only sensible but, according to some,

far more defensible than the improper priors of frequentist statistics (Jackman 2009). Further, mild

regularization allows Bayesian analysis to fit models where MLE results in perfect separation, and

is one good option to deal with overfitting (Ward and Ahlquist 2018). Indeed, statisticians have

increasingly been moving towards various types of regularization as a default given the pernicious

effects of overfitting—effects that tend to be overlooked in political science (Ward and Ahlquist

2018).

A.4 Covairate balance for TSCS matching

Figure A3 shows the covariate balance for the TSCS matching analysis in Figure 4. Relative to the

variation in the data, the differences between treated in control units when estimating the ATT of

Legislator ownership (binary) on firm lobbying are quite small.
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Figure A3: The covariate balance for the TCSC matching analysis (see Figure 4). The difference
between the treated and control units is standardized by the standard deviation of that covariate
across all observations in the analysis for that period.

A.5 Within-firm results hold for all firms

Including firms that do not produce internationally traded goods does not substantially change the

results of the within-firm analysis (Section 4.3).

Within-firm analysis shows firms lobby more when owned by legislators. Results

based on logistic regression. 10,000 posterior draws produce 95% credible intervals. All quantities

represent average effects across all observations. Rugs show observed values for firms that lobbied

(ceiling) or did not (floor). The left panel shows the relationship between whether a firm lobbied and

whether at least one legislator owned the firm. The middle panel displays how firms owned by more

legislators are more likely to lobby even when accounting for the effect of going from unowned to

owned. The right panel shows that as the sum of legislators’ logged investments in a firm increases

so does the probability of lobbying, again accounting for any intercept shift resulting from being

owned by at least one legislator. Words.

A.6 Partisan differences in effects

Legislators from pro-business parties tend to enjoy support from businesses and voters that prefer

or at least tolerate pro-business policy. This means that, absent lobbying, these legislators are

quite likely to support pro-business legislation. Their sympathies as revealed by their investment

portfolios will be less likely to have an appreciable effect on their behavior.
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Figure A4: Within-firm analysis shows firms lobby more when owned by legislators.
Results based on logistic regression. 10,000 posterior draws produce 95% credible intervals. All
quantities represent average effects across all observations. Rugs show observed values for firms that
lobbied (ceiling) or did not (floor). The left panel shows the relationship between whether a firm
lobbied and whether at least one legislator owned the firm. The middle panel displays how firms
owned by more legislators are more likely to lobby even when accounting for the effect of going from
unowned to owned. The right panel shows that as the sum of legislators’ logged investments in a
firm increases so does the probability of lobbying, again accounting for any intercept shift resulting
from being owned by at least one legislator.

In the US context, therefore, I expect that, since Republicans tend to nearly always support

more pro-business policies, lobbying them may not be necessary in many instances. Democrats,

however, are more likely to face pressure to oppose pro-business policies from some voters, labor

unions, etc. Thus, lobbying sympathetic Democrats will tend to have larger payoffs than lobbying

Republicans. Firms should lobby more often when owned by Democrats than Republicans.

I create party-specific versions of Legislator ownership (count) in order to test this. I

take the baseline model (Section 4.1) and exchange these party-specific measures for Legislator

ownership (binary) and an interaction between them. I calculate the average predicted probabilites

of lobbying across all firm-years when one party-specific ownership variable is increased from 0 to

40 while the other is held at 0.

Figure A5 shows the effect of ownership is clearly stronger when Democrats own firms. For

instance, when 10 Democrats own a firm it lobbies with a probability of about 0.75, while for a

firm owned by Republicans the probability is about 0.30. This strongly confirms the expectation

that firms owned by Democrats should lobby more than compared to when they are owned by
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Figure A5: Firms are more likely to lobby when more members of the anti-business
party own them. Results based on logistic regression fit with MLE. 1000 simulations produce
95% confidence intervals using the variance-covariance matrix with standard errors clustered by
firms. Quantities represent the averaged predicted probability a firm will lobby as the number of
legislators owning the firm increase, conditional on the party of the legislators.
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Republicans.

A.7 Chamber-specific results for count and continuous measures of legislator

ownership

Figure 8 showed that chamber-specific measures of Legislator ownership (binary) predicted

chamber-specific lobbying by firms. Here, I first fit a similar multinomial logistic regression swapping

the chamber-specific measures of Legislator ownership (binary) for chamber-specific measures

of Legislator ownership (count). Given the dearth of observations that lobbied only a single

chamber—0.12% of observations—I expect a high level of uncertainty in the estimates.
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Figure A6: Firms are more likely to lobby a chamber when more members of the
chamber own them Results based on multinomial logistic regression fit with Bayesian analysis.
8,000 posterior draws produce 90 and 95% credible intervals. Quantities represent the predicted
number of firms that lobby, with separate estimations made for each chamber and the difference
between chambers, conditional on ownership by senators or representatives.

Figure A6 shows that the chamber-specificity of the relationship holds in this model, expressed

as the average predicted number of firms lobbying. The effect of ownership by senators (the top

row) is clearly stronger in the Senate, while the effect of ownership by representatives appears
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stronger in the House—though the estimates are smaller and more uncertain (middle row). The first

panel of the bottom row shows impact of senator ownership is larger than representative ownership

in the Senate, while the second panel of the bottom row shows the pattern reverses in the House.

The third panel of the bottom row shows that the chamber-specific effect of senator ownership and

representative ownership are different at conventional levels of statistical significance.
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Figure A7: Firms are more likely to lobby a chamber when the investments of members
of the chamber increase. Results based on multinomial logistic regression fit with Bayesian
analysis. 5,000 posterior draws produce 90 and 95% credible intervals. Quantities represent the
predicted number of firms that lobby, with separate estimations made for each chamber and the
difference between chambers, conditional on the size of the investment by senators or representatives.

Next, I undertake the same analysis, including chamber-specific measures of Legislator

ownership (continuous) instead of the count variable. Figure A7 shows the results. All are in

the expected direction except the effect of the size of investments by representatives’ ownership,

which has a large effect on lobbying by the Senate. The effect of senator ownership clearly leads to

more firms lobbying only the Senate than only the House, and this as well as the large effect of

representative ownership on the number of firms lobbying the House and not the Senate means that

the overall quantity of interest—the chamber-specific effect of ownership by one chamber versus the
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other—is still in the right direction, though it does not come too near to statistical significance for

many larger values of Legislator ownership (continuous). These results support the argument

that the effect of Legislator ownership is chamber-specific.
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